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Copper-Clad Aluminum 
Performs Like Copper in 
Termination

Overview

Many in our industry rely on listings, markings and manufacturer’s labeling 

to determine the suitability of an electrical product for a particular use. 

Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ’s) depend on such information to 

assist in making decisions as to the safety of the wide variety of interlocking 

componentry that can potentially find itself within an electrical installation. 

Code sets the table for this endeavor by defining terms in article 100, 

Chapter 1, Definitions. Perhaps a little-reviewed definition in article 100, 

“Identified is the pivotal guide when making a call regarding one product’s 

suitability and safety with another within an installation.
americanbimetallic.org
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Code Allows for Both Safety & Innovation: The Reason 
for Having Multiple Identifiers of Circuit Components as 
Permitted in Article 110.14 Electrical Connections

Many in our industry rely on listings, markings and manufacturer’s labeling to determine the 

suitability of an electrical product for a particular use. Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ’s) depend 

on such information to assist in making decisions as to the safety of the wide variety of interlocking 

componentry that can potentially find itself within an electrical installation. Code sets the table 

for this endeavor by defining terms in article 100, Chapter 1, Definitions. Perhaps a little-reviewed 

definition in article 100, “Identified (as applied to equipment)” is the pivotal guide when making a 

call regarding one product’s suitability and safety with another within an installation. At stake is the 

AHJ’s liability, because to allow a product to be misused endangers not only families and businesses, 

but also the AHJ itself from a legal standpoint. But Innovation is at stake as well, and the AHJ carries 

responsibility there also. Without allowing for innovation within its jurisdiction, the AHJ’s constituents 

would ultimately suffer because improved efficiencies would go unrealized. If the definition of 

“Identified” is misread and applied incorrectly by the AHJ, the concept completely loses its intention, 

and it becomes a formidable obstacle to innovation. 

The definition is straightforward enough:

Identified (as applied to equipment). Recognizable as suitable for the specific purpose, function, 

use, environment, application, and so forth, where described in a particular Code requirement.

Informational Note: Some examples of ways to determine suitability of equipment for a specific 

purpose, environment, or application include investigations by a qualified testing laboratory 

(listing and labeling), an inspection agency, or other organizations involved in product 

evaluation.

Key to understanding the definition of “Identified” is to first accept the general openness of the 

language, which uses phrases like “so forth” and “some examples of ways to determine suitability.” 

Code is almost always Black & White, but not here. Why the ambiguity? Is it intentional? Could it be 

the members of the panel simply couldn’t come to terms, yielding porous language, the result of 

insidious “Group Think?” 

To dispel conspiracy and speculation, the reality is none of that. The language is indeed intentional. 

The answer lies in the panel’s desire to keep a marker in place for innovation without sacrificing 

safety. In short, the spirit of the language is to offer clear guidance to the user of Code, that 

products unquestionably must be tested and proven safe. But measures are taken to not favor one 

component manufacturer over another. It does so by granting the authority of being an “identifier” 

to more than one party. In other words, being an “identifier” is not the exclusive right of only one 

manufacturer of any one component found in the electrical installation. To grant the exclusive right 

to define to only one circuit component would be too restrictive. It could potentially keep valuable 

products from entering the industry if one manufacturer refused, in spite of proven compatibility, to 

recognize another’s with its own.
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For example, a manufacturer of a certain splice connector has every right to identify, even list, its 

product for a particular use. However, because a splice connector is part of system of interlocking 

components, the manufacturers of those other components in the circuit must also be given the 

right to identify their products for the uses for which they were designed. Because a manufacturer 

of circuit breakers, for example, might not be a manufacturer of splice connectors, the circuit breaker 

guy has no ability to formally list something that he does not manufacture. Therein lies the problem 

if an AHJ were to solely rely upon the product labeling or listing of, in this example, the splice 

connector. A truly innovative OCPD would not be allowed to freely enter the market based upon its 

excellent product testing, and the splice connector would become the gate keeper. Unless added to 

the splice connector’s listing, the other could forget it. Such a scenario goes against the concept of 

Identified in article 100. In other words, the legitimate claims of all components in the circuit must be 

given equal weight. 

To take the example farther, a wire manufacturer cannot list a splice connector nor Over Current 

Protection Device (OCPD); nevertheless, the wire manufacturer must have the right to identify its 

product for use with them. How does it do that? Through Identification. Safety Testing is key to the 

concept. At least one of the component manufacturers must carry the burden of proof of safety, but 

each has the right. In short, to only have one identifier of a component’s use would be too restrictive 

to trade, and ultimately, innovation. When making the language to define Identified, the Code panel 

essentially created a two-way street for innovation without sacrificing safety. 

Cu-Clad THHN (CCA) is a more efficient conductor of power than standard Copper THHN of the same 

amperage rating in table 310.15(B)16. It also has zero scrap value, making it a theft deterrent. Cu-Clad 

THHN is an Example of an Innovation which the Concept of Identified in Article 100 is designed to protect.

Ω of DC Resistance – 14 Cu THHN vs. 12 Cu-Clad THHN
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Forms of Identification

Listing a product with a Nationally Recognized Test Laboratory (NRTL) is by far 

the most common form of identification. However, a listing is but only one form, 

and is not the only way that a product can satisfy “being identified.” As mentioned 

above, a component having a listing is only half of the equation when determining 

suitability of other components’ suitability with it. 

Listings: In the world of electrical safety, NRTL’s grant listings based upon a product meeting a 

formal industry standard. Standards-writing organizations for the electrical industry include IEEE, 

IEC, NOM, UL and CSA, but not all standards writers are NRTL’s. UL & CSA are the predominant 

standards-writing NRTL’s in North America for the electrical industry. UL and CSA not only write 

standards, but also grant listings and conduct research for electrical products. There are only 19 

NRTL’s in the United States, only a 1/4 of which deal in electrical products. NRTL’s all operate under 

the purview of OSHA. OSHA requires that NRTL’s apply for the ability to issue listings for those 

product standards of which they wish to cover within their Scopes of Recognition. An NRTL can only 

issue listings according to its Scope of Recognition, but any NRTL can conduct legitimate research 

with products if their laboratory is equipped to undertake the endeavor. Such research can even lead 

to “identification” despite a listing unable to be offered.

Labeling: Because electrical components in a circuit function as part of a system where 

components touch and interact with each other to allow the circuit to perform as designed, labeling 

has become essential in helping guide the installation designer, contractor and the AHJ. However, 

Code takes pains in the language of the definition of “Identified” not to make “listing” a prerequisite 

for labeling. Each component of the circuit system must have the right to identify its own use with its 

affiliated components. So to demand that a component must only be used to the letter-of-the-law of 

its own listing is counter-productive to the concept of “identification.” 

Electrical components must be allowed to identify themselves. Many times, labeling does result 

from a formal listing, and perhaps therein lies the root of the misunderstanding of the concept of 

identification. To bring clarity back to the concept, it should be understood that in all cases, one 

component’s labeling cannot and must not be interpreted as the only form of identification of an 

adjoining component’s compatibility. More on this later…

Agency Product Inspection and Evaluation: In the electrical industry, there are independent 

third parties who make it their business to assure the safety of electrical installations, as well as the 

componentry within the installations. Many know these companies as Field Evaluators. Products may 

be identified for a particular use with other components by accredited field evaluators.
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Another Example: Laboratories other than NRTL’s do verify Safety. Safety can be determined in 

many ways. Some labs test to safety standards beyond the scopes of NRTLs, so such test reports 

must be considered when determining safety. Base metals for conductors, for example, are generally 

covered by standards such as ASTM and SAE, which are traditionally tested by certified metallurgical 

laboratories, not necessarily NRTL’s. The metallurgical laboratories in the USA with the highest 

credentials are not NRTL’s, nor do UL or CSA write metallurgical specifications. Innovations occur in 

the field of metallurgy monthly, and conductive metals are the backbone of electrical systems. One 

example of an innovation in metallurgy is the creation of 8000 series grade aluminum, which was 

designed to have an equivalent thermal stability to ETP copper. 8000 series grade aluminum is now 

the principal material used in service feeders in North America, having displaced ETP copper for the 

same application. The standard for this grade was written by ASTM, not an NRTL like UL or CSA. 

Without conductive metals, electrical systems as we know them would not exist. For AHJ’s 

to discount test reports from credentialed metallurgical laboratories could potentially restrict 

innovation. Because NRTL’s due not specialize in metallurgy should not disqualify metallurgical labs 

from being a reliable source of product safety information.

The Manufacturer’s 
Identification Document 
for Proper Use: As good 

practice, the AHJ should 

always seek as many 

formal identifications from 

manufacturers as possible 

with products active in 

their jurisdictions. These 

identifications should be 

kept on file for easy access 

should issues arise. The 

most common form of 

identification is a written 

document provided by 

the manufacturer that 

clearly states the use and 

application of its product. 

This document is the 

AHJ’s best friend. Such a 

document frees the AHJ 

from liability if problems 

were to occur given the 

product’s proper installation. 

If there’s any doubt to the 

legitimacy of the identification, the AHJ should request test reports from the manufacturer that 

substantiates the claim of safety. It is also sound practice to seek the advice of industry experts and 

Code officials regarding the track record of the product in question. Access to such credentialed 

people comes with IAEI membership and regular attendance of Chapter meetings. 

Test Letter Report: 12 AWG Push-in Connectors

Ideal Wago Gardner Bender

NRTL Testing of Copper-Clad Aluminum with Standard Copper-
Only Push-in Splice Connectors: TESTING to Prove Safety is 
Essential to the Concept of “Identification” in article 100. NRTL 
Testing of Copper-Clad Aluminum with Standard Copper-Only 
Push-in Splice Connectors: TESTING to Prove Safety is Essential 
to the Concept of “Identification” in article 100.
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Case Study

The following recent case provides an example of how the concept of Identification works in the real 

world. Mr. Larry Miller is a deputy electrical inspector for the state of Tennessee. Based in Sweetwater, 

he lives and works in east Tennessee, covering a half dozen mostly rural counties within his region. I 

met Larry some three years ago during an IAEI Chapter meeting in Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Mostly 

due to Larry’s whit and inquisitiveness, we became fast friends. At the time of our first meeting Larry 

mentioned to me that he was intending to renovate an older house that he had purchased to make 

for his new home, and that he would replace the existing cloth-insulated conductors of a certain 

foregone era, which he feared might have reached the end of their intended life. For the project, Larry 

mentioned that he wanted to employ a “new-to-the-market” building wire which promised better 

energy efficiencies at a lower cost than standard 

conductors. Because Larry was planning to live in 

the new home for 20 plus years, having a lower 

monthly power bill due to more efficient conductors 

meant something. The product promised to be a true 

innovation! He had become familiar with it through 

a sponsor-vender at the IAEI Tennessee Chapter 

Meeting. The product he was considering is called 

Copper Clad Aluminum NM-B cable for residential 

wiring, a type of building wire that had already been 

established in 1972 by Code under ASTM and UL 

Standards almost a half century ago.

The wire being new to today’s market, Larry had a 

question regarding terminations. Would it work with 

standard copper-only splice connectors and wiring 

devices in 2018? He learned that the manufacturer of 

the wire carried three listings from a well-known NRTL 

(one listing for the conductor metal, one for the THHN 

conductors, and the third for the NM cable assembly), 

and was being reintroduced to the market after 

almost 40 years due to the copper theft problem 

plaguing the nation. Because much had changed 

since 1972, there were few branch circuit components 

in existence that recognized Copper Clad Aluminum 

NM-B in their listings, labeling, markings, instructions 

or published literature. There were less than a handful 

of long-standing brands of receptacles and switches 

that recognized Cu-Clad, even some marking their 

copper-only wiring devices for use with it, but that 

was it. Even components as common as twist-on or push-in splice connectors made zero mention 

to their compatibility with Copper Clad Aluminum. Because 27% of the wire’s mass was oxygen-free 

copper, 100% of which resided at the surface of the wire, it made sense to Larry that the product 

was designed to terminate with copper-only devices and connectors. But because it shared columns 

with aluminum in table 310.15(B)16, did Code actually consider the product to be aluminum, and thus 

terminate like aluminum? Most of Larry’s colleagues in the inspector world were equally befuddled.

Cloth-Insulated Conductor

Once Innovative Cloth-Insulated 

Conductors Being Replaced with 

Currently Innovative, Copper-Clad 

Aluminum NM-B in Larry Miller’s New 

Home in Sweetwater, Tennessee.
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This problem was indeed a head-scratcher, because if a truly innovative triple “listed” conductor 

designed for termination like copper were not allowed by Code to be suitably terminated with those 

branch circuit components in use today, the innovation would go unrealized. Larry being stubborn 

and an excellent Code man, he refused to give up on what his training was telling him -- Dig Deeper! 

Further, being one heck of an electrician, he knew through experience how a good wire should feel in 

his hands. The wire felt right; he liked its light weight, toughness and flexibility. The cost was actually 

less than single-metal copper NM. Larry was convinced that the Copper Clad NM-B cable was the 

best option for his new home. 

In Larry’s case, Article 110.14 Electrical Connections was the article in Code where he first went for 

guidance to determine suitability. The opening language of the article states the following:

Because of different characteristics of dissimilar metals, devices such as pressure terminal 

or pressure splicing connectors and soldering lugs shall be identified for the material of the 

conductor and shall be properly installed and used. 

Most users of Code would interpret the above statement to mean that connectors and devices must 

be listed by the connector manufacturer to accept a certain kind of metal. But not Larry. Larry knew 

the definition of Identified as stated in Article 100, as well as the concept behind it. He knew that 

Code defines the words “listing” and “identified” as two separate and unique ideas whose purposes 

have different ends. Because a circuit system cannot contain only one component, each component 

in the system must have the right to identify its proper use free of the other. As alluded to earlier 

in the case of Labeling, product listings have the potential to restrict innovation if not understood 

correctly by the AHJ, and thus cannot and must not be relied upon exclusively when considering 

suitability of an interfacing component in the circuit. A component’s listing is only one side of the 

coin. For example, because a wire manufacturer of Cu-Clad wire manufactures only Cu-Clad wire, it 

cannot list a product made by another company, a twist-on connector for example. But it can surely 

test it! Therefore, if found to be safe through testing by a certified laboratory (an NRTL or other 

credible authority), the Cu-Clad wire manufacturer has the right to identify its product as being 

suitable for its intended use -- to terminate with a certain class of Cu-only splice connector. In short, 

the claim of safety must satisfy the requirement of safety testing as stated in Article 100, Identified. 

Equally, a twist-on splice connector manufacturer has the right to identify its products as being 

suitable for use with Copper Clad wire, even though it might not be mentioned as part of its current 

listing, or directly stated in the labeling of its packaging. It might announce its identification over its 

website, for example. On the other hand, it might or might not choose to change its labeling, or even 

test, or even bother to announce its identification at all, especially if the Cu-Clad wire manufacturer 

has already undertaken the burden of proof of safety. After all, Proving Safety is central to the 

concept of being “identified,” and either manufacturer has the right to do so in order to meet the 

article’s requirement. The connector manufacture might not bother if the work has already been 

done. In short, Code gives each manufacturer (the wire guy and the connector guy) the right to 

prove safety, and thus identify its product for its intended and proper use. For a copper-only splice 

connector to not be suitable for use with copper clad wire, the connector would have to explicitly 

say in its marking or labeling “Not for Use with Cu-Clad wire,” a claim supported with testing. None 

make that statement. 

https://www.americanbimetallic.org
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Larry Miller began to feel better about the prospect of being able to use Copper Clad Aluminum 

NM-B in his new home. Nevertheless, as a thorough inspector, he still felt that it was necessary to 

understand the test reports substantiating the safety claim that the wire could be terminated with 

copper-only wiring devices and connectors. But first he wanted the opinions of a few third-party 

experts. 

He first consulted with the UL representatives that he had met over the years by attending IAEI 

chapter meetings. He confirmed that the brand of wire he intended to use was indeed listed, but 

also, he learned that due to the wire’s excellent thermal stability and resistance to galvanic corrosion, 

UL had already given consideration to Copper Clad Aluminum as being suitable for use with copper-

only switches and receptacles for 15 and 20 Amp circuits (please consult UL guide information RTRT 

and WJQR). Now Larry felt really good! 

He then consulted representatives from the National Electrical Manufacturer’s Association (NEMA) 

and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) that he had met over the years in the IAEI 

chapter meetings. After dusting off their business cards and phoning those experts, Larry was able 

to confirm from NEMA that his understanding of the definition of Identified was indeed correct, and 

that wire manufacturers have the right to identify their products for their designed use. A splice 

connector or wiring device might not include Copper Clad Aluminum in their listings or labeling, but 

as long as the formal identification is in place by the wire manufacturer, it satisfies the requirement 

of Article 110.14 in Code. The wire manufacturer, rightly so, becomes the liable party for its product’s 

designed and proper use.

Through the NFPA, Larry was able to confirm that no actions to remove Cu-Clad from the market 

had ever been taken after its first exposure to the US market during the years of 1972 to 1980, when 

approximately 100,000 residential installations had been made with Cu-Clad NM, and of which 

most are still in use. Larry was told that market forces doomed Cu-Clad NM in 1980, not the actions 

taken by an Ad Hoc Committee headed by UL and the IAEI, as was the case with single-metal 1350 

aluminum NM cable from the 1960’s, and the well-publicized electrical fires caused by aluminum’s 

incompatibility with standard wiring devices of that era. In contrast, Larry learned that Copper Clad 

Aluminum wire departed the U.S. electrical market in 1980 because copper fell to such a cheap 

level after the end of Vietnam that bimetal Cu-Clad could no longer compete against single-metal 

copper. He was also told that residential splice connectors from the 1970s were exclusively copper-

only, which allowed him to conclude that Cu-Clad suitability with copper-only componentry should 

be legitimate, especially if there existed no record of Cu-Clad ever being removed from the market 

under the mandate of a National authority. 

https://www.americanbimetallic.org
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Larry was now satisfied that the innovative wire that he would soon install in his new home was 

indeed Code compliant and safe. All that was left was to ask the product’s representative to forward 

to him their formal listings, the document of “Identification of Proper Use and Termination,” as well as 

the appropriate test reports substantiating the identification. Once received, and upon reading the 

test reports, Larry noticed that they were provided by NRTL’s to the standards UL 486C (electrical 

connectors), UL 1581 (electrical wire and cable) and ASTM E228 (Linear Thermal Expansion of 

Materials). He was also given a test report which used the standard ASTM G-71 dissimilar metals. 

Dissimilar metals testing not available through any NRTL, the report was produced by a credible 

materials laboratory called Westmoreland whose clients included GE, Boeing and NASA. The testing 

proved Copper Clad Aluminum and Copper were not dissimilar metals, and thus, were safe to be 

pigtailed together. In short, the test reports confirmed sufficient thermal stability and resistance to 

galvanic corrosion for termination in 

standard copper-only wiring devices 

and pressure splice connectors in dry 

locations, which is the only location 

where NM cable can be used as 

mandated by Code in article 334, Non 

Metallic Cables.  

Larry’s Code work on Copper Clad 

Aluminum NM had indeed come to 

an end. His new home would now be 

more energy efficient than if he were 

to install traditional copper NM. From 

the once-innovative cloth insulated 

wiring currently in his soon-to-be 

new home, to the now-innovative 

Copper Clad Aluminum NM-B soon 

to be installed, Larry figured that his 

new place would be getting at least 

a century’s worth of advancement 

in wire and cable technology thanks 

to his correct understanding of the 

definition, Identified (as applied to 

equipment)! 

Copper-Clad NM-B

Copper Clad Aluminum NM-B Properly Terminated 
with Copper-Only, Twist-on Splice Connectors in Larry 
Miller’s New Home in Sweetwater, Tennessee. The wire 
manufacturer properly Identifies Twist-On Copper-Only 
splice connectors as being suitable for use with its 
Copper Clad Aluminum wire.
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About the ABA

Extending the Reach of Metals

The American Bimetallic Association (ABA) is an organization dedicated to 

advocating, advancing and safeguarding the use of bimetals. ABA advocates 

for codes and standards with Standards Making Organizations (“SMOs”) to 

expand the use of bimetals in the marketplace. ABA educates the public about 

the safety and performance advantages of bimetals over traditional single-

metal solutions. ABA and each of its stakeholders seek to limit and slow the 

negative impact of inferior or substandard bimetals by setting the highest 

quality standards for bimetallic products.

Ensuring a Future for Bimetals

The safe-keeping of the bimetallics industry is central to the ABA’s mission as 

counterfeiting and sub-standard products threaten to undermine the sector’s 

reputation and promise. Through education and the monitoring of industry-

wide standards, the ABA provides the platform that allows bimetallic solutions 

to develop and reach market.

ABA membership represents a wide range of industries, making products that 

silently touch our lives in essential ways. From the circuit breakers protecting 

the welfare of our homes and workplaces, to the systems that create the 

images we see on television, to the manufacture of modern aircraft and 

automobiles, bimetals attract little attention but perform elemental roles in our 

common, everyday activities. As the global economy advances, our members 

continue to create new applications utilizing bimetals.
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